Pamper your mom for Mother's Day! Or pamper yourself...

...you deserve it!
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Don't
forget
about Dad!
01 | YB URBAN BODY BUTTER
Made locally in Ellsworth, WI!
This is a thick creamy lotion with
plenty of skin-loving shea and
cocoa butter. It is not greasy,
goes on silky smooth, absorbs
quickly, and works for hours. Only
a small dab goes a long way in
moisturizing body, face, and feet!
yburban.com

02 | LAUREL SKINCARE EYE BALM
100% whole plant organic, for all
skin types. A rich and concentrated
moisturizer, formulated specifically to
strengthen the delicate area around
our eyes. Each vibrant, thoughtfully
chosen plant in this balm was chosen
to reduce inflammation, stagnation
and puffiness around the eye.
laurelskin.com

03 | ANDALOU NATURAL
SLEEPING MASKS
From hydrating to age-defying,
they help treat skin while you
sleep, with superpowered formulas
infused with natural plant actives.
Lip Mask: Deeply nourishing and
luxurious lip mask locks in moisture
overnight or anytime your lips
need extra care. andalou.com

04 | GOODWIPES
A cool, convenient and ecofriendly
premium wet-wipe for busy, active
and hygiene-conscious
individuals. Goodwipes offers a
shower-on-the-go solution as well
as personal wipes for down there
and below the belt.
goodwipes.com

05 | WILE WOMEN
A new plant-based wellness brand
for women 40+. WILE is taking on
hormones, stress and life with unique
plant formulas and a fresh take on this
"invisible" life-stage. They have created
naturopath-formulated supplements,
tinctures and drinks that support
hormonal and emotional well-being for
“grown” women. wilewomen.com

06 | ROSS CHOCOLATES
07 | INNOVATIVE CBD
Premium no sugar added chocolate LOZENGES
for those with diabetes and others
Their small hand batches ensure
striving to eliminate sugars from
they use only the freshest, cleanest,
their lives. Their chocolate has the
and highest quality hemp. With
smooth, rich taste of premium
a higher cannabinoid ratio than
chocolate that chocolate lovers
anything on the market right now,
crave without added sugars that
this means you get a highly potent
increase caloric intake and blood
oil that requires lower doses for a
glucose levels. rosschocolates.ca
greater effect. innovativecbd.com
16 | secondopinionmagazine.com

08 | BESOMA BEAUTY
Clean products using proven
ingredients to get smoother, healthier
and younger looking skin without
compromising quality and effectiveness.
Their mission is to help others progress
in their skin journey with no hustle. To
BESOMA, it’s about progression not
perfection because perfection does not
exist. somabeauty.co

09 | LAUREL SKINCARE EYE BALM
100% whole plant organic, for all skin
types. Its nutrient density combined
with antioxidant, vitamin, and
mineral activity is meant to meet
the surface level symptoms that
come with vibrant-aging with ease,
and to deeply restore the radiant
skin health we are all meant to have.
laurelskin.com

10 | FREDERICK BENJAMIN THE BALD & BEARD KIT
Founded off a true love for creating
effective, real products that work
on ALL men, they provide effortless
and quality solutions to combat dry
scalp, razor bumps and everyday
styling needs. Formulated with active
natural oils and clean ingredients.
frederickbenjamin.com

